Congressman Lane Evans
Ranking Democratic Member
U.S. House of Representatives
Committee on Veterans' Affairs
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Congressman Evans:
I am writing in response to your letter in which you expressed concern that the
Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) is rewarding high-producing but low quality VA
Regional Offices (RO) with overtime funds. Specifically you expressed concern with the
Columbia RO, stating that its high productivity has come at the expense of accurate
decision-making of veterans' benefits claims. I apologize for the delay in responding to
you. The enclosed fact sheet, prepared by the Veterans Benefits Administration,
addresses each of your concerns with the Columbia RO.
Columbia, along with other stations, was identified to work overtime and process
claims from other ROs that were challenged in working their backlogs timely due to
various reasons. The Columbia RO did not receive overtime as a reward; it received
overtime funds for the specific purpose of taking work from other stations in order to
reduce VBA backlogs. Additionally, providing overtime to productive stations ensures
an adequate return on the investment.
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Although I have placed great emphasis on productivity to reduce the current
backlog and improve the timeliness of claims, quality also continues to be a top priority.
Resource allocations to ROs for Fiscal Year 2002 will be equally based on station
productivity and accuracy. Additionally, the Balanced Scorecard from which RO
performance is measured will continue to set a high expectation for accuracy of all
decisions. The Compensation and Pension Service conducts third party reviews under
their Systematic Technical Accuracy Review (STAR) program. These reviews look at
the accuracy of rating and authorization decisions. STAR data for the period of
September 2000 to August 2001 revealed an 86 percent accuracy rate for rating
decisions. This compares to the national accuracy rate of 80 percent for the same time
frame. As you can see, Columbia's accuracy rate exceeded the national accuracy rate
during this time.
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In addition, the Compensation and Pension Service is conducting a routine site
visit in Columbia the week of December 10, 2001. The site visit will encompass all
aspects of Compensation and Pension operations, including appeals. When the site
visit report is completed, I will be glad to send you a summary of the findings.
All VBA ROs strive to "get it right the first time." Please be assured that VA's top
priority is to provide veterans with first-rate service by delivering timely, accurate
decisions.
Sincerely yours,

Anthony J. Principi
Enclosure

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS (VA)
Veterans Benefits Administration (VBA)
Response to Congressman Lane Evans, Ranking Democratic Member,
U.S. House of Representatives Committee on Veterans Affairs
Issue: The concern is that the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) is rewarding highproducing but low quality VA Regional Offices (RO) with overtime funds. Specifically,
there is a concern that the high productivity in the Columbia RO has come at the
expense of accurate decision-making of veterans' benefits claims. The following issues
concerning the Columbia RO were raised:
1. Highest percentage of claims reversed or remanded by the Board of Veterans'
Appeals (BVA) in Fiscal Year.2001;
2. High percentage of claims appealed;
3. Third highest number of claims remanded for failure to obtain medical records in the
possession of VA Medical Centers; and
4. In some cases, the same claim yielded multiple end product code credits in the
space of less than a year, making the office appear to be highly productive.
Discussion:
1. Columbia had the highest percentage of claims reversed or remanded by the
Board of Veterans' Appeals (BVA) in Fiscal Year 2001.
We agree that Columbia's remand rate of 58.80 percent is too high (national average
48.82 percent). At the same time, Columbia's BVA allowance rate is 23.50 percent,
which is consistent with the national average of 22.25 percent. The allowance rate is
the rate at which decisions are overturned by the BVA. We are working with the
Columbia RO, as well as other VBA ROs, to reduce remand rates. However, the fact
that a case is remanded does not necessarily indicate an error was made by the
station. As shown below, one of the reasons for Columbia's remands was interim
legislative changes.
A review of Fiscal Year 2001 BVA remands for the Columbia RO shows the top reasons
for remands (in priority order) were:
•
•
•

Application of new legislation/regulatory changes (Veterans Claims Assistance Act,
diabetes, etc.): 29 percent
Requirement of nexus opinions on the relationship of the claimed disability and
service: 12 percent
VA medical record retrieval: 8.4 percent

2. Columbia has 28% of claims appealed.
South Carolina is one of a few offices in which the County Veterans Affairs Officers'
(CVAOs) performance is measured by the State. The CVAOs are evaluated on the
number of appeals or grants they are able to effect. This performance measure
provides an incentive to increase the number of notices' of disagreement filed with
the VARO in Columbia. The CVAOs are under American Legion accreditation, but
the American Legion has no control over the work of the CVAOs. Approximately 65
percent of Columbia's appeals are those affiliated with the American Legion. A
State that has a similar CVAO program to South Carolina is Alabama, and it has a
comparable appeal rate, reversal rate, and remand rate to Columbia.

3. Columbia had the third highest number of claims remanded for failure to
obtain medical records in VA's possession.
Review of BVA remand data revealed that 8.7 percent of VGA's remands in FY 2001
were returned to ROs for failure to obtain medical evidence in VA's possession. The
rate of return at the Columbia RO for the same time period was 8.4 percent, which is
consistent with the national average. Failure to secure medical evidence in VA's
possession can be explained, in many cases, by the fact that the medical evidence is
extremely old and may have been retired to a Federal Archive and Records Center.
While this is not acceptable, it may help explain how cases could be forwarded to BVA
without all evidence of record. ROs will continue to make every effort to secure ail
evidence pertinent to a veteran's claim whenever possible.

4. In some cases the same claim yielded multiple end product code credits in the
space of less than a year, making the office appear to be highly productive
In August 1999, the Compensation and Pension (C&P) Service monitored the type and
number of multiple transactions taken by each RO and identified data integrity problems
at the Columbia RO. This serious issue was discussed with the Director and Service
Center Manager and corrective measures were immediately implemented.
Subsequently, the data integrity reports for the 4th quarter of Fiscal Year 1999 reflected
that Columbia scored better than the national average, and it has consistently done so
since that time. Columbia completed FY 2001 ranked 9th best in the Nation in data
integrity. Its data integrity has been closely monitored to ensure improvement and
compliance.
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